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white topped bobbing growing per of Oimlu, for of some very
color in tho picture, not on waves greenly gleaming in distance, paintings. Without them
it, is a real inspiration. Miss an artist's impression of the exhibition not bo what it is. The
portraits are always charming. Like ocean. Dr. GifTen's picturoof soldier pictures loaned by Leininger

other artist, including Sargent on the stooping to Eoop up for tho exhibit with generosity nnd
Chase Whistler, she sometimes gats drink in his hat from buffalo wallow is will due to genuine love of art

sometimes misses it, familiar having been at the last just as uimy people as
from an artistic standpoint is exhibition of Haydon Art possiolo might the for which
worthy of serious praise. The pastel was seen purchased he has spent part of fortune. The
portrait Miss Hartley is at once and Mrs. Glffen. It spirited picture gem the Villuge
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complete deception were tho of Tho head of little darky done in bought it years) M. Do

paint Mrs. MsKnight has it in by Mr. Burbank and loaned bj Lormc had mado much or a reputation,
a But WhUtler sajs that it Dr. and Mrs. Giffen is an example of Leininger siya he it for trifle,
is not the aim, and that picture must what few strokes of chalk on brown
stay contentedly in its frame. Howaver paper can accomplish. Tho treatment
that may be, Mrs. McKnight's shell is broad and there is not line, however
curves deliriously, all pinkly purple, into irrelevant at clos view, that a few

the mysterious interior, built by a feet away does not become important,
heaven directed little iiiollusk. It would Xol to put on paper line that does not
suit Ruskin, this if not Whistler, reveal the anatomy or characteristic
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